MASK

3 EFFECTS IN 3 MINUTES

REVIVES, NOURISHES, ILLUMINATES
Luminescine Technology

NEW COSMETIC
COLOR TREATMENT

1. REVIVES color
2. NOURISHES the hair
3. ILLUMINATES with an extra-ordinary effect

A TRUE “ULTRA-RAPID” COLOR AND BEAUTY TREATMENT
(3-minute application, lasts for a maximum of 5 shampoos), brings color to life,
highlighting natural reflections, reviving color, or daring with strong shades.

THE RESULT IS ALWAYS PERFECT AND SURPRISINGLY INTENSE
KAPETIL COLOUR is a mask for both natural, colored or highlighted hair.
It is perfect for renewing color between coloring treatments.
When used regularly, even on a weekly basis, it nourishes the hair and respects its natural
or cosmetic coloring thanks to the rich AMMONIA-FREE AND OXIDANT-FREE COSMETIC BASE.

EASY, FAST, PRACTICAL

KAPETIL Colour is the new mask with SEVEN “COLOR SHADES”
(Blond - Copper - Intense Red - Chocolate - Violet - Silver - Black).

A PRECIOUS FORMULA: THE BENEFITS

THE PURE PIGMENTS evenly penetrate the hair fibers, offering consistent
and shiny reflections. Its characteristic high-level reliability guarantees the desired final look.
LUMINESCINE TECHNOLOGY offers exceptional shine. Luminescine is obtained from mullein flowers,
a plant found throughout the entire Mediterranean.
The revolutionary action of this natural ingredient and its luminescent properties are in fact able to
emanate the sun’s light, offering the hair incredible shine.

FIND OUT HOW TO APPLY IT WITH OUR TUTORIAL
Frame the QR code or visit the website www.helenseward.it
to see how easy and fast it is to apply the Kapetil Colour Mask!

KAPETIL COLOUR

HOW IT ACTS

PERFECT FOR HAIR

BLOND

Enhances shine in light hair thanks to warm and bright reflections.

COPPER

Revives blonde and brown tones with warm copperish tones.

from DARK BROWN to DARK BLOND

Accentuates red tones with vibrant, intense reflections.

from DARK BROWN to DARK BLOND

CHOCOLATE

Enhances brown tones with warm, soft and truly luminescent shades.

from DARK BROWN to LIGHT BROWN

VIOLET

Intensifies and renews shine in violet tones.
Suitable for dark hair, offering violet reflections or to revive contrasts.

from BLACK to DARK BLOND

SILVER

Accentuates mèches, highlights and bleaching.
Perfect for LIGHT BLONDE to ULTRA-LIGHT BLONDE bases.

from LIGHT BLOND to VERY LIGHT BLOND
WHITE HAIR and MÈCHES

BLACK

Dedicated to grey hair, offers natural reflections that efficiently cover greys,
adding shine to the hair and evening out color. Offers shine and depth to dark
tones (black, dark brown and dark chestnut).

from BLACK to DARK BROWN
GREY HAIR and WHITE HAIR

INTENSE RED

from BLOND to VERY LIGHT BLOND
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